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Not that the bookbinder was easy to gull. He had always been suspicious of charlatanism. It had required a certain idea, which became fixed little by little, after several months of incubation, to bring Quinette to try this experiment.
Chance had played its part in the adventure. Quinette had been living alone for the past four or five years ; his wife had deserted him. As a result he had arrived fairly rapidly at a state of complete continence. The thing happened without his thinking about it. He had not had to control himself. It had not even occurred to him that there was anything in his manner of living worth thinking about.
But one day, in a parcel of books which a customer had left with him for binding, he came across a work dealing with Sexual Anomalies. He looked through it, as a matter of curiosity. He was not ignorant about these questions, but they did not occupy his mind.
Certain passages set him reflecting seriously. He discovered that reputable doctors, solely from the point of view of healthy physical and mental equilibrium, regarded it as scarcely normal that a man of forty should cease to indulge in sexual activity, and, above ajl, that he should not feel the deprivation of it,
Quinette was seized with anxiety. It was not the idea of anomaly in itself that disturbed him. He had never had any respect for the opinion of the majority or for their manner of life. He would have had no difficulty about accommodating himself to an anomaly which was flattering. But he felt dearly that this one was humiliating.
He spent some weeks, accordingly, in bringing himself to the conclusion that he was a kind of defective, hitherto unconscious of the fact, and that a state of tranquillity which he had accepted as quite normal was a blemish. He hesitated for some time about the category of abnormals in which he should classify himself. Was he impotent or merely frigid ? He inclined towards the latter hypothesis.
At the same time he went over in his minci certain aspects of his conduct which had not struck him before* He realised his own indifference towards women, the

